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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of
True Father, True Mother, Sun Jin Nim and Heung
Jin Nim:
True Father: "Because they never realized God's
love, all people are in despair and filled with bitter
sorrow. The Savior is the one who dissolves this
bitter sorrow and brings God's love to fulfillment.
He comes to help people attain this original love."
[1]
Nothing but the perfection of true love can save
this world and establish the Kingdom of God:
True Father: "If true love were perfected in the
history of humankind then all problems of politics,
economy and culture... would be solved. All the difficult problems in the world now can be fundamentally
solved only through the perfection of true love." [2]
True Parents have perfected true love, but that can only be the beginning. True Parents came to create a
movement of true love, and they do not want to stay the only ones who practice God's standard of love.
That alone would never create the ideal world of heart and love. More and more people have to work on
perfecting their love, thus creating a real true love movement that can liberate the whole world from
conflict and evil.
The more people focus their life on practicing God's standard of love, the faster evil will disappear from
the face of this earth. The power of love is indeed crucial. Without activating the power of true love in our
life, we run in circles and burn out at some point. But by activating the power of love in our life, we can
make an immense difference, simply because of the power of love:
True Father: "God's love is eternal and all-powerful, and ultimately it will win, no matter how great the
obstacle blocking the way." [3]
This kind of love has to be developed in our heart, so that God can express His heart through our heart.
The more people there are through whom God can express His heart fully, the more all the obstacles on
the way to God's ideal will be removed.
And it is crucial that we do not forget what God's standard of loving is. Because He wants us to apply
exactly this standard to build His Kingdom:
True Father: "It would be normal for you to love only those who respond to you in love. But when you
sacrificially give of your love to those who are hostile to you, you begin to reflect the real quality of God's
own love. True love moves in this way. Its quality does not change regardless of the response of the
people." [4]
True Father: "God's heart embraces even His own enemy, and will never denounce or cut him/her off.
This is the force governing and uniting you people."[5]
Only by us practicing such a love will we not only unite among ourselves, but bring the whole world to
unity and peace. Such love stands above religious, national, cultural and whatever differences. Such love
does not care what people believe or think, what they do or have done. Such love is all embracing, since it
is the love of God. Such love respects, embraces, forgives and loves everyone. Such love expects nothing
in return. Such a love invests and invests and invests again, forgetting what has been invested, and
investing again, certainly not expecting a return.
Jesus and True Parents practice such a level of love because they know of its power:
True Father: "True love is giving and forgetting and still wanting to give. False love is giving, then
demanding what was given plus interest. Jesus Christ came to earth and said, "Love your enemy!" That
means he forgot what he gave. He even forgot his enemies. He only remembered to give love. Forgetting

his enemies and only wanting to love is the image of the ideal human, which the whole cosmos is longing
for. Jesus Christ came with this heart, that is why he was the son of God." [6]
True Mother: "My husband and I have forgiven the unforgivable and, for the sake of humanity, loved
enemies unlovable... No matter how unjust the persecution we receive, we do not blame anyone, rather
we love them. When we overcame ordeals in this manner, blessings that we could not even imagine took
place." [10]
We need to develop the same heart, certainly nothing less. And we have all the potential indeed. We need
to develop the heart of God and True Parents in ourselves. Otherwise we might easily get involved in all
kinds of fighting and struggle. Such fighting does not create the ideal world. It has nothing to do with the
Kingdom of God. It has nothing to do with true love. True love overcomes all barriers:
True Father: "All barriers will be eliminated in the era of God's eternal kingdom of peace, as people who
live with true love become the owners and central figures of that age. Conflicts arising from narrowmindedness and self-centeredness, over differences of skin color, language, customs and geographical
territory, will disappear." [9]
True Father: "On the path of true love, different parties overcome conflict and division naturally. True
love harmonizes and unites us with one another and our environment. This is not conquest through
struggle. Instead, it is a path of natural subjugation leading to eternal unity." [13]
Only developing God's heart in ourselves will create the world of peace and love, and that means to rise
above all fighting and love the enemy, not even seeing an "enemy" as an enemy, but as a precious child of
God. If we do this, the world will certainly change fast:
True Father: "Once we develop our hearts of love, North – South – Unification will be no problem at all.
That is not all. Problems between East and West and the worldwide North-South Problem involving
differences among rich and poor nations can also be completely resolved through the true love of God."
[7]
Heung Jin Nim: "Determination will not save the world. Love will save the world." [8]
And this love has to be true love, love that embraces everyone, including the worst enemies. Such love is
truly the most powerful force in the universe. This quality of love alone will break down all barriers and
bring about God's world. And we are the ones called to practice such levels of love. We have the
potential. It is all there, just waiting to be activated in our hearts and lives. It is our first responsibility to
embody God's quality of love:
True Father: "To become God's children, our first responsibility is to resemble Him. We need to embody
true love." [11]
Sun Jin Nim: "If we are to inherit anything from True Parents, let it be the true love that they perfected."
[12]
Aju to that!
Love from Bruno
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